Results from theoretical analysis of the crystal structure, electronic structure, and bonding properties of C 46 and B 6 C 40 carbon clathrates doped with selected alkali and alkaline earth metals cations (Li, Na, Mg, Ca) are presented. The ab initio calculations were performed by means of the WIEN2k package (full potential linearized augmented plane wave method (FP-LAPW) within density functional theory (DFT)) with PBESol and modified Becke-Johnson exchange-correlation potentials used in geometry optimization and electronic structure calculations, respectively. The bonding properties were analyzed by applying Bader's quantum theory of atoms in molecules formalism to the topological properties of total electron density obtained from ab initio calculations. Analysis of the results obtained (i.a. equilibrium geometry, equation of state, cohesive energy, band structure, density of states-both total and projected on to particular atoms, and topological properties of bond critical points and net charges of topological atoms) is presented in detail.
INTRODUCTION
A substantial amount of research on thermoelectric materials has been devoted to silicon and germanium semiconducting clathrates, because their structure has potential from the perspective of the phonon-glass electron-crystal (PGEC) concept. 1 Major developments in inorganic carbon chemistry are attracting much interest among scientists because of the possibility to synthesizing analogous carbonbased clathrates. Recently, several theoretical studies have been conducted to predict the thermodynamic, 2 mechanical, 3 and electronic 4 properties of carbon clathrates and the conditions used to obtain them.
Despite numerous experimental trials, carbon clathrates have not yet been synthesized, and thus theoretical predictions of their properties are waiting for experimental confirmation. A wide examination and detailed analysis of how dopants located inside carbon cages affect carbon clathrate properties is a promising way of broadening current knowledge in this field. Partial substitution of carbon atoms (e.g. with silicon or boron) may also be an interesting means of determining which experimental method is potentially the most successful for obtaining stable compounds with satisfactory electronic properties. [5] [6] [7] [8] Although the manner in which electronic structure affects the bulk properties of materials has been widely studied, little effort has been devoted to local interactions between atoms in the crystal lattice. Such studies may provide valuable information (complementary to electronic structure) about the correlation between the chemical bonding in a structure and properties of the bulk material, e.g. thermoelectric properties. Bader's quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAiM), 9 which is described briefly later in this paper is one of the most valuable methods based on the topological properties of total electron density enabling such analysis of chemical bonding in a specific structure.
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Ab initio calculations for a set of type I carbon clathrates were performed by use of the WIEN2k package, 10 by using full potential linearized augmented plane wave (FP-LAPW) method within DFT formalism. Full optimization and electronic structure calculations were performed for the empty C 46 clathrate and a series of X 8 C 46 and X 8 B 6 C 40 model structures ( Fig. 1) , where X = Li, Na, Mg, or Ca (space group 223, Pm-3n). The values chosen for the calculations were: 250 k-points (6 9 6 9 6 k-mesh within the irreducible Brillouin zone), cut-off parameter Rk max = 7.5, Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation exchangecorrelation potential optimized for solids (PBESol 11 ) for optimization procedures, and modified BeckeJohnson (mBJ 12 ) potential for electronic structure calculations, the values of muffin-tin radii (a.u.) (C 1.35, B 1.35, Li 1.5, Na 1.6, Mg 1.8, Ca 1.8), and the convergence criteria for SCF: DE SCF 10 À5 (Ry) for total energy and Dq SCF 10
À5 (e) for electron density topology analysis. For all the optimized structures CIF files were prepared; these are included in the Electronic Supplementary Material.
Because of the inability to provide fully reliable results for single-atom energy calculations within the LAPW approach (as a result of the need to create large unit cells with single atoms to mimic isolated atoms), it is a problem to calculate reliable cohesive energies of analyzed structures by use of WIEN2k software. For this reason Crystal 14 software 13, 14 was used, and produced results comparable for zero and three-dimensional systems (in both cases orbitals were calculated as linear combinations of atom-centered Gaussian-type functions). The ab initio calculations of cohesive energies were conducted within DFT formalism, with GGA PBESol exchange correlation potential, Fock/KS matrix mixing equal to 20%, a reciprocal lattice grid of 4 9 4 9 4 (10 k points in irreducible Brillouin zone), and triple-zeta valence with polarization quality basis sets, 15 optimized for specific structures. For optimization of the geometry of all the clathrates studied, the full optimization mode (optimization of cell constants and atomic positions) and the following convergence criteria: total energy difference 10 À10 a.u., max. energy gradient and root-meansquare of the energy gradient 0.0003 a.u. and 0.00045 a.u. respectively, maximum and rms of atomic displacement 0.0018 a.u. and 0.0012 a.u. respectively, were chosen. The cohesive energies were calculated as the difference between the total energy of a given clathrate and the sum of the total atomic energies of the constituent atoms:
The calculated total electron density distribution in the optimized structures was used as a basis for topological analysis (within Bader's QTAiM approach 9 ) focusing on the properties of topological atoms (volume and net charge) and bond critical points (i.e. points located between two interacting atoms, characterized by a gradient of the scalar electron density field equal to zero and two negative and one positive eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix of electron density). By use of this method, information about the character of bonding interactions in a structure can be determined and physical space partitioning into adjoining atomic basins can be performed unequivocally, and thus the volume and net charge of a topological atom can be calculated. All calculations of electron density topological properties were conducted by use of Critic2 software. 16 
RESULTS

Density of States
Because results of calculations using the GGA potential often underestimate the band gap of semiconductors, the Tran-Blaha modified BeckeJohnson potential, 12 which is predicted to give more accurate results for such systems, was used to calculate the electronic structure of the clathrates. Calculated band gaps using both mentioned potentials are presented in Table I . For each structure, a significant increase of band gap is observed when mBJ is used; results for C 46 were in good agreement with previously reported results of calculations performed by use of the GW approximation (5.25 eV 4 ). Density of states calculated by use of the mBJ potential are presented in Fig. 2 . For all doped clathrates except Mg 8 C 46 the Fermi level is located in the conduction band, which implies n-type conduction. For the Mg-doped C 46 clathrate the Fermi level is located in a valence band and thus p-type conduction is predicted. First-Principles Study of the Electronic Structure and Bonding Properties of X 8 C 46 and X 8 B 6 C 40 (X: Li, Na, Mg, Ca) Carbon Clathrates
The vast majority of both types of charge carrier originate from carbon atoms; in the structures in which boron is present, only small number of its electrons occupy valence band states close to band gap. For all the doped structures, electrons originating from the alkali and alkaline earth atoms contribute mostly to the excited states in the conduction band. Because carbon substitution by boron leads (as expected) to lowering of the Fermi level, increasing the amount of boron will move the Fermi level even further toward the bottom of the conduction band and should, at least for alkali metal clathrates, improve their thermoelectric properties (for which states lying within the range of a few kT from Fermi level are crucial).
Band Structure
Band structures, with band characters of specific elements in the chosen structures, are presented in Fig. 3 . For C 46 clathrates (Fig. 3f) , the band gap is found to be almost exactly between G and X high symmetry points in the Brillouin zone, which is consistent with predictions based on calculations using the GW approximation. 4 The Li-doped structure ( Fig. 3a and b) has an indirect band gap with maximum of the valence band near the middle, between G and X and minimum of the conduction band (CB) at G.
The band structures of the Mg-doped pure carbon clathrate and of the clathrate with carbon partially substituted by boron (Fig. 3c, d , and e-g, respectively) differ substantially (and thus for these, in contrast with the others, the rigid band approximation does not hold). The former have an indirect, narrow band gap (maximum of the valence band at M, minimum of the conduction band at G) whereas the latter have a direct and wider band gap (at M). Moreover, the valence bands of Mg 8 B 6 C 40 near the Fermi level, partially filled by electrons from boron, are less dispersed than the corresponding bands for Mg 8 C 46 . Kole _ zyń ski and Szczypka First-Principles Study of the Electronic Structure and Bonding Properties of X 8 C 46 and X 8 B 6 C 40 (X: Li, Na, Mg, Ca) Carbon Clathrates
The electronic structure of the Mg-doped pure clathrate is markedly different from that of the other systems because of severe distortion of its crystal structure in comparison with C 46 . This structure modification (described more extensively below, in the section ''Electron Density Topology'') resulted in significant changes of C-C bonds lengths. Because the energy states of carbon atoms, the majority of the atoms present, determine the properties of valence bands located close to the top of the valence band (VB), strong modification of their surroundings caused substantial changes in the dispersion of the respective bands. As a result, the Fermi level was found to be inside the VB. By analogy, doping the carbon clathrate with calcium also results in substantial modification of the electronic structure, but the resulting compound does not change its conductivity type (in our opinion this difference in comparison with magnesium clathrate is mainly because of the much larger ionic radius and the smaller amount of charge transferred to the carbon atoms).
Effective Masses
Additional calculations were performed to estimate the effective masses of carriers near the band gap (a parabolic dispersion relationship was assumed). To obtain reliable estimates of effective masses, a new set of k-points located in the proximity of the extremes of the VB and CB were prepared in such a way that for every extreme point two or three paths toward high-symmetry points in the Brillouin zone were probed by 50 k-points up to 1/10 the length of 2p=a 0 (multiplied by ffiffiffi 2 p or ffiffiffi 3 p for diagonal paths) from the respective extreme. These sets were used for LAPW calculations, and appropriate fragments of the respective bands from the resulting band structures were extracted to fit the analytical parabolic function from which the effective masses were calculated.
The results of this approximation are presented in Table II .
For the structures containing boron atoms, a slight increase of holes masses is observed in comparison with X 8 C 46 systems (except for Mg 8 B 6 C 40 ). Compared with the pure carbon clathrate heavier holes appear for Mg 8 C 46 and all X 8 B 6 C 40 structures whereas for the effective masses of electrons no such clear tendencies can be observed. Moreover, for Nadoped clathrates very ''flat'' bands were observed which made calculation of effective masses problematic, because of numerical noise (marked ''a'' in Table II ). 
À2.19 À0.87 1.9 2.32 0.58 
Cohesive Energies
To check whether introduction of boron into the clathrate structure is favorable thermodynamically, the cohesive energies of structures with and without boron were calculated and compared. The results of such calculations are presented in Table III . Because DE coh (see the footnote of Table III for details) is negative for all pairs of structures with the same guest atom, it can be concluded that the presence of boron in the clathrate is stabilizing this system as a whole.
It is also worth noticing that the calculated cohesive energies of structures with magnesium as guest atom are substantially greater than those obtained for other structures, reaching approximately 50% more in comparison with the empty carbon clathrate C 46 . This might be a result of the specific properties of magnesium cations-the quite large effective charge and small ionic radius leading to stronger electromagnetic interactions with the surrounding atoms, followed by a bigger charge flow and total energy decrease, resulting in increased structure stabilization.
Electron Density Topology
The total electron density distribution results obtained from FP-LAPW SCF calculations were analyzed within Bader's QTAiM model. The calculated net charges and the volumes of specific topological atoms for all the structures are presented in Table IV . It follows from these results that introduction of boron into the carbon clathrate (substitution of C 6c atoms) strongly increases the negative charges on carbon (especially for C 24k bonded directly to B 6c ), as a result of boron's lower electronegativity. Also, the changes of guest atom net charges are negligibly small, which suggests that the presence of boron in a clathrate structure (at Cohesive energy was calculated as the difference between the total energy of a given structure and the sum of the energies of the isolated atoms E coh = E tot À SE at . DE coh is the difference between the cohesive energies of structures with and without boron but with the same metallic dopant: DE coh = E coh (X 8 B 6 C 40 ) À E coh (X 8 C 46 ) (all values are in a.u.). First-Principles Study of the Electronic Structure and Bonding Properties of X 8 C 46 and X 8 B 6 C 40 (X: Li, Na, Mg, Ca) Carbon Clathrates Kole _ zyń ski and Szczypkaleast in the configuration analyzed) does not substantially affect charge transfer between guest and host atoms, and charge flow is confined mostly to the host sublattice. Valuable information about the interactions between guest atoms and the clathrate network can be obtained by analyzing of electron density properties at bond critical points ( Table V) . All of these points related to X-C bonds are characterized by small values of electron density and relatively high and positive Laplacian, which is characteristic for weak closed-shell interactions, with the highest electron density at BCP in Ca-doped structures (electron density approximately one and a half times greater than for the other guest atoms). The lengths of these bonds differ only slightly from each other, however. All these features suggest that guest atoms are loosely bonded to clathrate networks in accordance with one of the requirements of the PGEC concept mentioned by Cahill et al. 17 Most of the C-C bonds and all C-B bonds have evident covalent character (very high electron density and strongly negative Laplacian at their critical points). However, for Mg 8 C 46 , Ca 8 C 46 , and Ca 8 B 6 C 40 the respective values of the Laplacians for C 24k -C 24k BCP shift from negative (but less negative than for other C-C bonds) to positive, whereas electron density decreases (these C-C bonds are much longer than the others and their lengths exceed 2 Å ). This indicates that these particular bonds are relatively weak with notable ionic character.
The C 20 cages of Li 8 C 46 (a), Mg 8 C 46 (b), and Mg 8 B 6 C 40 (c) are depicted in Fig. 4 . In the first of these all the C-C bonds are of similar length and the lithium atom is surrounded nearly equally by all the carbon atoms, so that free motion of the guest atom is strictly limited to the interior space of the cage. The situation is different for (b): the C 24k -C 24k bond (with closed-shell interactions in this case) is much longer than other C-C bonds and the whole cage becomes less rigid. This is an important property of these structures, for they can easier accommodate guest cations rattling in a direction perpendicular to the bond (because of a momentary bond elongation accompanied by structure deformation) which can result in stronger scattering of respective phonons. Introduction of boron to the clathrate network doped with magnesium (c) results in partial stabilization of this network and, again, the whole cage is closed by covalent bonds. Similar changes are observed in structures with calcium atoms, but the stabilization effect of boron is not so distinct here (Ca 8 B 6 C 40 C 24k -C 24k bonds are still substantially weaker). Moreover, no direct correlation between the net charge of the C 24k topological atom and the C 24k -C 24k bond length indicates that the main reason for cage-structure changes in these carbon clathrates must be the different properties of each guest atom.
Because in the pure C 46 carbon clathrate the C 24k -C 24k bond is the weakest (it is the longest and has the lowest electron density at the BCP) it can be stretched more easily when the cages are filled. This is observed for all the systems analyzed; for three, however (Mg 8 C 46 , Ca 8 C 46 , and Ca 8 B 6 C 40 ), elongation of this particular bond is so high that it changes its character from strong covalent to ionic. From a chemical perspective, two important effects may be involved: charge transfer between the doped metal and the host structure and the size of the ionic radii of the guest cations. Alkaline earth metals donate more electrons than alkali metals to neighboring carbon atoms, mostly to C 24k . This is particularly evident for magnesium (over 1.6 of positive net charge of Mg and also the highest negative charge of C 24k ; Table IV ). Accumulation of electrons at carbon atoms might be the reason for slackening of the C 24k -C 24k bond-more negatively charged atoms are pushed away from each other and simultaneously ''pulled'' toward less charged neighbors. Introduction of less electronegative boron into the 6c site results in polarized covalent B 6c -C 24k bonds, longer than the corresponding C 6c -C 24k bonds in pure and doped carbon clathrates. The negative charge of C 24k strongly increases, but further elongation of C 24k -C 24k does not occur. On the contrary, it shrinks and becomes covalent and strong again, possibly because of weaker ''pulling'' of C 24k by boron and greater peer attraction of C 24k . Because the magnesium cation is very small (ionic radius similar to that of lithium) it does not prevent this ''cage closing'' process. The situation is different for calcium-doped clathrates: the calcium cation is much larger than that of magnesium (it is, in fact, ) the ionic radii are even smaller than that of magnesium and the formal charge is higher (+3), so even larger structure modification can be expected, although further studies are necessary to confirm this inference.
CONCLUSIONS
Results of ab initio calculations for the pure type I carbon clathrate C 46 , for model structures containing different guest atoms (X 8 C 46 ), and for analogous structures with carbon partially substituted by boron (X 8 B 6 C 40 ) were analyzed from the perspective of the electronic properties (density of states, total and projected on to constituent atoms, band structure, and effective masses of carriers) and the topology of the total electron density (properties of bond critical points, net charges, and volumes of topological atoms). Calculated electronic structures showed that all the doped clathrates studied here should have n-type conducting character (except Mg 8 C 46 , for which p-type conduction should be observed). Apart from shifting the Fermi level to lower energies, introduction of boron does not substantially change the band structures of systems analyzed (except for the Mg-doped clathrate), in agreement with the rigid band approximation. When constructing thermoelectric modules it is preferable to use n-type and p-type materials with properties as similar as possible; from this perspective the possibility of changing the conducting character of the Mg-doped clathrate, merely by partial substitution of carbon with boron, suggests this system could be promising candidate for further investigation focusing on the effect of the type, amount, and location of the dopant within the carbon sublattice on the electronic structures of such clathrates.
Carbon clathrates with calcium and magnesium as guest atoms have a tendency toward substantially modification of their structure (with lengthening of some of C-C bonds accompanied by weakening and character change to ionic); as a result they should accommodate guest atom rattling much more easily. This may lead to increased phonon scattering and, therefore, reduced lattice thermal conductivity. Modification of a clathrate structure can be suppressed by introduction of boron into the host sublattice, as was observed for the Mg-doped system. These results show that type I carbon clathrates doped with alkali or alkaline earth metals (especially the latter), if successfully synthesized, could considered as potential thermoelectric materials; however, additional investigation of structures with other guest cations (and with other host lattice dopants) is necessary to confirm this. 
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